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Abstract-In the broadcast channel (BC), the signals of the
multiple users can be separated by means of precoding. For the
design of precoding, channel state information (CSI) is necessary
at the transmitter side. In many cases (e.g., forfrequency division
duplex (FDD) systems), the transmitter cannot estimate this infor-
mation and the CSI has to be communicated from the receivers
to the transmitter via a feedback channel that is assumed to
be error-free but introduces a delay. Every user estimates the
channel and reduces it to a low-dimensional representation for
data compression that is possible due to the channel correlations.
Before the feedback, the CSI is quantized and only the index of
the codebook entry is sent to the transmitter, since the data rate
of the feedback channel is limited.
We propose a joint MSE optimization of the channel estimation

and the rank reduction basis, where the quantizer is modeled
as a data independent additive noise source. Based on the fed
back codebook index, robust multi-user precoding schemes, viz.,
linear precoding and Tomlinson Harashima precoding (THP), are
designed that clearly outperform non-robust schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dirty paper coding (DPC, [1]) must be used to achieve
the capacity of the vector and the MIMO broadcast channel
[2]-[4]. With THP [5], [6], the high complexity of DPC can
be circumvented, but THP suffers from the shaping loss, the
power loss, and the modulo loss (e.g., [7]). The design of
THP systems is well known for the ideal case where the CSI
is perfectly known at the transmitter [8]-[10]. However, the
situation is different for the case with erroneous CSI. Since no
DPC has been proposed for this case, the application of the
SINR criterion as in [11] is questionable for erroneous CSI.
Consequently, it is inevitable to resort to an MMSE criterion
together with TKP for the case of partial CSI, since a TKP
design based on the sum MSE criterion is possible (e.g., [12],
[13]). We address the case, where the CSI must be fed back
to transmitter for the precoder design, since the transmitter is
unable to estimate the CSI as in an FDD system, for example.

In the system proposed in this paper, we start by estimating
the channel at the receivers using the observations of different
pilot symbols sent from the transmit antennas. Then, the
estimate is reduced to a low-dimensional representation of
the channel by projecting the estimate onto a basis which
only depends on the statistics of the channel. The coefficients
are then quantized prior to transmission over the feedback
channel which is assumed to be error-free but introduces a
delay The contribution of this paper is the joint optimi7ation
of the estimator, the basis for the rank reduction, and the
inherent prediction of the estimator by minimizing the MSE.
Interestingly, the resulting reduction basis is different from
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Fig. 1 Vector BC with K receivers.

the Karhunen-Loeve basis, i.e., the eigenbasis of the channel
covariance matrix.

Besides the design of the components of the feedback
system, the joint MSE optimization also delivers the error

covariance matrix which is necessary for a robust precoder
design. We employ the paradigm of stochastic programming
for the precoder design, i.e., the erroneous CSI is modeled to
be the deterministic mean of the unknown and random channel
and the expectation w.r.t. the channel of the MSE is minimized.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
system model and Section III shows the proposed joint MMSE
optimization. Section IV presents the robust designs obtained
taking into account the proposed errors model. The simulation
results are presented in Section V and some concluding
remarks are made in Section VI.

II SYSTEM MODEL

The final goal is the design of a precoder for the broadcast
channel shown in Fig. 1. We consider the downlink of a

Multiuser Multiple Input Single Output (MU-MISO) system
where a centralized transmitter equipped with Nt antennas
communicates with K single antenna users The output of the
precoder is the transmit signal x CECN which propagate over

the vector channel hk C-CNt to receiver k and is perturbed
by the noise U,k - A(0, 72 to form the received signal yk.

For the sake of notational brevity, we use the model

y =Hx +qT (1)

where y = [Yl, w. - YK]T CK , 4 = [E1,. , TlK] CK
with q -\V(O, C0,), andH = [hi-...,hK]T CKXN,.

Since the CSI must be fed back to the transmitter the k-
th receiver first has to estimate the channel by means o the
training channel

yk (t) khns(t)J k(t)
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Additionally, we assume that the quantization error is uni-
formly distributed inside the cell corresponding to a codebook
entry. The resulting error variance is 7'/12 for the real or
imaginary part of a coefficient [17]. Assuming uncorrelated
outputs, we get

C )Q k = E [iQ,k[n] Q,k [n]]
2

6 I
Ddxd

Fig 2 Model of training channel, quantization, and feedback.

where n denotes the slot index and t the time index inside a
slot. Collecting the Nt, received training symbols leads to

Yk [n] = Shk [n] + [n (2)

with Yk[n] = [Yk(l), : Yk(Ntr)]. The training symbols
are comprised in S = [s(i),. . ., S(Ntr)]T CNxNt and
the noise is ik[n] = [rlk(1) ...., tr)]T c CNt1 with
llk[n] -P1P(0Cj). The above received signal Yk[n] is
passed through a channel estimator Gk C id,Ntr which also
performs a rank reduction at the same time, i.e.,

hT,kUn = Gkyk[n C /C (3)

where d < Nt is the dimension of the low-dimensional
representation prior to quantization. After estimation and rank
reduction, each receiver quantizes the CSI, that is, a search
is performed to find the element in the codebook closest to
the channel coefficients obtained in every time slot. The real
and imaginary part of every coefficient in hTk [n] is quantized
separately with a uniform quantizer, where we assume that the
input is bounded (see Section III). Then, the corresponding
codebook index is fed back to the transmitter. We assume that
the transmission of the index is error-free, but the feedback
channel introduces a delay of D slots. Finally, the transmitter
finds the quantized coefficients in the codebook. With the
reduction basis, CSI is obtained at the transmitter that is used
for the robust precoder design.

The channel is assumed to be zero-mean complex Gaussian
and has temporal and spatial correlations. Therefore,

E [hkTjh j[n] Chh CNtxt (4)

and

E [hk nhU [n + D J2J(2j kD) Chk =rChk (5)k ~~~~~~fslot
where r is implicitly defined, Jo denotes the zero-th order
Bessel function of the first kind fd k is the maximum Doppler
frequency of user k, and fslot is the slot rate 116].

Each coefficient of the rank reduced channel hT,k CdCd
is quantized with a uniform quantizer with step size y. In
the following, we make the simplifying assumption that the
additive error introduced. by the quantizer is independent of
the input, i.e.,

hQ,k n Q(hT,kU)n hT,kU[] TiQ,k Cd

for the covariance matrix of the quantization noise Q,k [n] of
user k. Since the feedback channel introduces a delay of D
slots, the CSI at the transmitter can be written as

hQ,k [n] = VkhQk[T -D]
= Vk (hT,k [n- D] + Q,k n-D]) (6)

with the reduction basis Vk, c C. ,d known to the transmitter
and the quantized coefficients hQ,,kr Cd for user k. For
notational brevity, we introduce ?7Q,k [n] = Vkf/Qk [n] with
CrQ, k = E[nQ,kn',k1 = VGQ1 kVkH. The model of training
channel, quantization and feedback is depicted in Fig. 2.

III. JOINT MMSE OPTIMIZATION OF FEEDBACK

Combining (6), (3), and (2), the quantized estimate for hk [n]
can be expressed as

hQ, [n] = VkGkShk [n-D] +VkGkk[n-D]+Qk Un-D].
(7)

The channel estimation and rank reduction with Gk and the
basis V, are jointly optimized to end up with a channel
estimate at the transmitter with minimum MSE:

fGMMSEk,kM[MSE,k) argmin MSEk (Gk, Vk)
{Gk ,Vk }

s.t.: VkHVk = Id
(8)

with the MSE of user k

MSEk (Gk, Vk) E [hk [n]-hQ,k [n]
]

tr (Chk) -2 Re (tr (VkGk SChk ))
+ tr (VkGkSChk SGk kV)

tr (Vk,7Gk Cnk G Vk )+tr(Cn )

In the optimization problem given by (8), we included the
constraint that the columns of Vk, are orthonormal. The filter
Gk is readily found by setting the derivative of the cost
function with respect to Gk to zero

(9)G(MMSE,k "rik Chk S11 (SCh, +11C1 k)
We see that GM MSE r G Esti k i.e., the joint
estimation and rank reduction can be decomposed. into the
ordinary MMSE channel estimator GMMSE-estim,k followed by
the projection onto the basis Vk. The factor r is due to the
inherent prediction, since we receive the pilots in slot n and
estimate the channel in slot v. The weight r can be applied at
the receiver or the transmitter.
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Substituting the optimum GMMSE k into the cost function of
(8) yields:

MSEk (GMmSE,k, Vk) = tr (Chk ) + tr (CUQ,k)
tr 2r VkHGmmSE-estil,kSChkV)

Now, the optimization (8) only depends on Vk and can
be solved using Lagrangian multipliers. One of the KKT
conditions (i.e., set the derivative of the Lagrangian function
with respect to Vk to zero) is

r2ChkSH (SChkSH + C1k) SChk Vk = VkAk
where A C Cd d is the Lagrangian multiplier for the
constraint of (8). Multiplying by VkH from the left leads to

r2Vk Chk SH (SChk SH + C1k) SChk Vk = Ak (1 0)
We see that Ak C Cd,d must be positive definite, i.e., its
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) is Ak = QkAkQH with
unitary Qk Cdd and Ak is diagonal with positive diagonal
elements. Multiplying (10) with QH from the left and Qk
from the right, we obtain

r Qk VkChkS (SChkS+ Cqk) 'SChkVkQk = Ak-
Thus,

Ak = r2Chk SR(SChk S + Ck) 'SChk VtxNt (1 1)

Fx H g

Fig. 3 System with linear precoding.

For the design of the uniform quantizer, we make the
assumption that the input is bounded, i.e., the real and imag-
inary part of the i-th entry of hT,k[ n] lie in the interval

-2 ok,2,+y, ] Since h,k k is Gaussian, this interval
selection ensures that the overload probability be less than 5%.

IV. ROBUST DESIGN

For the robust precoder design, we interpret the channel
as a random variable and the given fed back CSI as being
deterministic, i.e.,

H =H + O

where H = [hQ,0I ... . hQ,K]T C CK x Nt comprises the esti-
mates obtained from the feedback of the quantized coefficients
of the rank reduced channel. The covariance of the error 0 is
the sum of the MSE matrices in (13).

C0g = E [OHO]
is diagonalized by VkQk, that is, the columns of VkQk are the
eigenvectors of Ak. Note that this optimal basis is different
from the Karhunen-Loeve basis (eigenbasis of Chk) as was
intuitively used in [14].

With this intermediate result for the rank reduction basis
Vk, the cost function of (8) is given by

MSE (GMMSEk, Vk) = tr(h )+tr (C k) ki (12)
icef

where I denotes the set of eigenvectors indices collected
in VkQk and k,i is the i-th eigenvalue of Ak Clearly,
MSEk (GMMSE,k, Vk) is independent of Qk. Therefore, we can
set Qk = Id and Vk C CNt,d contains d eigenvectors of Ak,
Moreover, the indices li must be chosen such that the sum in
(12) is maximized, that is VMMSvE,k contains the d dominant
eigenvectors of Ak. For this optimized basis VMMSE,k, the
MSE matrix can be written as

Mk = Chk + CUQ VMMSE, k doonm, k VMIMSE, k (1L3)
. THere, the diagonal matrix

kom,k = MMSEk kAVMMSE,k c R (1L4)
has the d dominant eigenvalues of Ak on its diagonal.
Due to (2), (3), and (9), the covariance matrix Of hTkn

reads as

K

Z E[(hk [n]
k=l
K

E2WMkT.

k=l

-hQ k ) (h [n] - hTFQ k 12)]

(16)

A. Robust Linear Precoding

For the standard design of linear precoding shown in Fig. 3,
the total MSE E[ u -uill IH] between the uncorrelated
unit variance symbols u and the received signal given by
u = gHFu + gql is minimized under a constraint of total
transmit power, i.e., tr(FFH) = Et, [10], where a perfect
knowledge of H is assumed. We get the robust optimization
by minimizing the expectation of this MSE with respect to the
channel H instead, i.e.,

FRInM g9RhidI= argmin LEE su
{F,g}

l12 H
(17)

s.t.LxE XI12 = Etx2 t

The solution to this optimization problem yields to the linear
precoder robust design [ 3]

1FRHt( C0 +1 -) 'H
gfluin

(18)

hT,k E hhT,kuhRIT'r,k[n] 5dom,k

So, the entries of hT1 kTI are uncorrelated and ti
the i-th entry of hT,k [n] is yOk,i, where Ai is tl
eigenvalue of Ak.

d d. (15) where = tr(Cq)/Et and where Et is the average total
transmit power. Note that the real scalar gYmi is directly

he variance of obtained from the transmit power constraint. Therefore, for
he i-th largest the robust design the solution is regularized by means of C'0,

as it can be seen in (18).
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Fig. 4 Systerm with Tomlinson Harashima precoding

B. Robust THP

The TH precoder (see Fig. 4) consists of the permutation
matrix P C t: Il}KxK that depends on the precoding order,
the modulo operator WJ(.) with the modulo constant T (e.g.
[7]), the strictly lower triangular feedback filter B, and the
feedforward filter F. For the THP design, the linear represen-
tationl of the miiodulo operator is used, i.e., I(x) = x + a

with the perturbation signal a C TK + jTR . Moving the
addition of a to the input of the permutation matrix P gives
the virtual desired signal

d = u + a C CK

For the standard THP design, the MSE

E(F,B,P,g)=E d-ddIH (19)
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is minimized under the total transmit power constraint
E [ xj2'] = Et, (e.g., [10]). The assumption of perfect knowl-
edge ofH is given up for the robust design and the expected
value of the MSE w.r.t. the channel is minimized instead:

fFRTHP, BRTHP, PRTHP,YRTHP} = argmin E[E(F, B, P, g)]
F,B,P,a

s.t.: E IIX 12 Et, (20)

The standard assumption for the THP design is the assumption
that the output of the modulo operator at the transmitter is
zero-mean and uncorrelated, i.e., C1 = E[vv] is diagonal
(e.g., [7]). Therefore, the MSE c(F, B, P, g) and the con-
straint E[jjxjj'] = E, can be expressed in terms of C, With
steps similar to that in [10], the solution for the above robust
THP optimization can be obtained. We define the matrix

T = (-1Cu, + IN

and the positive definite

T= HT- HH + (IK -KxK

With the permuted Cholesky decomposition,

Pp- pT = LHDDL (22)

where L is unit lower triangular and D is diagonal with
positive diagonal elements and the algorithm described in [10]
and [14], the robust THP solutions are

FRTHP = T- HHpTLHD (23)
9RTHP

BRTHP = 1 L' (24)

Fig. 5 BER vs. SNR of linear precoding and THP for N
v = 10 knph Robust design with linear precoding and THP.

K = 4 and

The weight at the receiver results from the transmit power
constraint and reads as

tr T 2HpTLHD2CVLPH)
9RTHP = (25)

C. Receiver Weights
Although the weights gpjin and gRTHp result from the robust

optimizations (17) and (20) of the respective precoders, we
use MMSE receiver weights instead. The main reason is the
phase of gRYii and gRTHP, i.e., zero phase, that is only correct
for CSI without errors. Otherwise, the erroneous CSI leads
to a phase of the precoder combined with the channel that is
different from zero. To enable a coherent detection, a phase
correction by a receiver weight is necessary. For the design of
the MMSE receiver weights and the precoding for the training
signals, see [14].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We show the results of some computer simulations that we
carried out to validate the proposed system. The input bits
are QPSK modulated. The centralized transmitter has Nt = 4
transmit antennas and K = 4 receivers are served. The results
are the mean of 10000 channel realizations and 200 symbols
were transmitted per channel realization. We consider d 2
coefficients for the reduced rank approximation and a delay
of D 2 time slots. The channel estimation is based. on

Ntr 16 pilot symbols and the carrier frequency is 1. GHz1
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Fig. 6 BER vs. SNR of robust and non-robust THP for Nt = K = 4
anld v 10 kmph. Different arount of errors, estimation and rank reduction"
estimation and rank reduction with d = 1; estimation, ranlk reduction, and
quantization-, all errors.

We employ the channel model described in [15], where an
offset of 5 degrees is considered for obtaining the simulation
results. A uniform codebook of only 4 entries (2 bits) is used
for coding the real and imaginary part of each coefficient of
the reduced rank approximation, i.e., only 8 bits are fed back
from each user to the transmitter side by means ofthe feedback
channel.

In Fig. 5, we can see that a robust design of both, linear
precoding and THP, is crucial. Interestingly, the non-robust
designs show an increase of BER for increasing SNR at
high SNR values. This behavior can be explained by the
reduction of the regularization term (1 with increasing SNR
and the convergence of the MMSE designs to the zero-forcing
precoders that are highly non-robust to CSI effors. The robust
designs do not show such a behavior and saturate at a lower
BER than their non-robust counterparts. Additionally, it can
be clearly seen in Fig. 5 that non-robust and robust THP
outperforms the linear counterpart for a BER below 10-1
The disadvantage of THP for low SNR is mainly due to the
power loss of TRP (e.g., [7]).

Fig. 6 plots the BER performance for the THP scheme when
different types of errors are introduced. We observe a consider-
able improvement in performance when the new approach for
joint optimization of the CSI feedback is employed. Note the
results for the case where only estimation and rank reduction
errors are simulated. With d = 2, the non-robust and robust
schemes are only slightly worse than the precoder based on
error-free CSI. Contrary, if only one coefficient (d = 1) per
user is fed back to the transmitter, robust THP with optimized
feedback clearly outperforms the non-robust THP. However,
as the results for d 1 are clearly inferior to that for d 2,
we can follow that the channel effectively is of rank two and
we set d = 2. Additionally, we can see in Fig. 6 that the
proposed scheme clearly outperforms the robust THP of [14],

where no optimization of the feedback was performned and the
Karhunen-Loeve basis was used.

Thanks to the used compression techniques, the feedback
channel overhead is strongly reduced, and with the proposed
robust design for TKP, we are capable of adapting the precoder
parameters to channel variations with a limited feedback
channel.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated in this paper how the joint optimiza-
tion of the channel estimation and the rank reduction basis
leads to a robust precoding design that clearly outperforms
non-robust designs for high SNR scenarios.
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